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social distancing, the outdoor experience

DESIGN VISION

IMAGINE

that 2020 is a bow, retail is an arrow, and the
economy is the archer. As the entire world is
drawing back the arrow, designers and developers feel an incredible amount of
pressure to prepare ourselves for the release and the inevitable impact of the
arrow. With intentional training and preemptive maintenance of our tools, we can
provide the archer with the best foundation for success.
The events of 2020 have provided us with clarity on our personal values and given
us the OPPORTUNITY to re-establish how we choose to spend our time and
efforts. It’s not a coincidence that 2020 goes hand-in-hand with perfect VISION,
hindsight, and the 20’ out/20’ up face of retail. The 20’ out is the sidewalk and
walkway, and the 20’ up is the retail storefront and architectural facade; we call
this the retail “2020.” The human experience has never been more important for
retail and commercial architecture, and the retail “2020” must be as adaptable as
the humans who occupy the space. Dwell can enhance that FLEXIBILITY.
Dwell has intentionally designed new interactions and curated our efforts as design
professionals to embrace the evolving needs of 2020 and beyond, continuing to
offer the best tools for each situation.

“The world as we have created it is a process of our thinking.
It cannot be changed without changing our thinking.”
-Albert Einstein
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SOCIALLY DISTANT ǂ DINING
SOCIALLY DISTANT DINING is here. As people reemerge to “return to normal,” mindful of the critical balance
between the safety of our fellow community members and the
assurance of personal freedoms, state and local leaders have
entrusted business owners to work creatively to provide both
a place of camaraderie for guests and a stable income for
essential workers. What we’ve learned is that restaurants are
strong, creative, and ADAPTABLE.
We’ve seen businesses use tape or signs to inform guests and
employees of appropriate dining and standing distances.
We’ve seen an upswing in pick-up orders and delivery options.
But above all, we’ve seen the overwhelming desire of the
general population to get back to “dining out” where they can
connect, communicate, and strengthen bonds over food and
drinks sharing a meal together.
That said, social distancing is not synonymous with dining.
When dining out to celebrate personal victories or to share
in common sorrows, or just catch up on life, gathering with
family or friends is never inherently socially distant.
The CHALLENGES
→ Can we still maintain the safety of our fellow community
members, shifting our thinking from “social” to “physical”
distancing with safe practices?
→ How can businesses step out of the status quo and provide
flexibility to ensure their survival?
→ What can developers and landlords do in their responses
to help keep their tenants profitable?
Our SOLUTION... take traditional outdoor dining ideas and
add a Dwell twist. Re-imagine what’s possible and re-invent
the options for what “dining out” looks like.
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This graphical opportunities map analyzes a typical shopping center
and offers solutions to enhance the modified dining experience at
various scales and locations.

FIRST ROW PATIO

OPPORTUNITY
Prime corners occupied by landscaping or convenience parking.

THE ALLEY

OPPORTUNITY
Vehicular circulation space only serving one purpose.

ISLAND TAKE-OUT TAKEOVER

OPPORTUNITY
Max shopper capacity parking that sits empty 90% of the year.

DEEP DIVE PATIO

OPPORTUNITY
Underutilized sidewalk or driveway space in front of tenants.

GARDEN PARTY

OPPORTUNITY
Zoning-required landscaping that could serve a better purpose.

THE PASEO

OPPORTUNITY
Dead pedestrian-only “pass-thru” areas between buildings.
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FIRST ROW PATIO
Prime corners occupied by landscaping or convenience parking.

Hardscape modification

Visual impact

Covered

Employee safety

Permanent /
semi-permanent
planters

Long-term option

Pulling into a traditional shopping center, its easy to fly right past the endcap
tenant, usually tucked behind “welcoming” landscaping or obscured beyond
coveted HEAD-IN PARKING just steps from an under-advertised tenant’s
front door. Imagine instead that the tenant is highlighted with a BROAD FRONT
PATIO area dotted with tables and chairs hosting colorful umbrellas with the
tenant’s logo on them. With the additional area as an extension of the tenant
space, occupant capacity with socially distanced seating is greatly increased
and employees can easily pass from the kitchen to the diners without crossing
vehicular lanes. Plus, PROMINENT VISIBILITY of an active use at the front
of the center draws in patrons and drives business.

Tables and chairs with
umbrellas
Activate entire corner
at former landscape
bed/ head-in parking

Shopping center
entry drive
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IT YOURSELF
It’s like D.I.Y. but better | Sourced locally from home improvement stores, craft stores, and artists.

ENVIRONMENT
Materials
→ Misters, fans, heating elements.
→ Umbrellas.
Instructions
→ Create a comfortable
temperature-adapted
environment.
→ Encourage patrons to bring their
own blankets to either sit on or
cover up with.
LIGHTING
Materials
→ String lighting, temporary posts.
Instructions
→ Attach string lighting to eyehooks anchored to building.
→ Posts can be set in concrete in
attractive containers.

PROTECTIONS
Materials
→ Traffic rated barriers, guardrails,
social distancing indicators.
Instructions
→ Address seating and circulation
with physical barriers and visual
cues to protect patrons and
employees.

LANDSCAPING
Materials
→ Temporary grass turf, tall
planters.
Instructions
→ Break up heavily hardscaped
areas with selective use of turf
→ Highlight entry locations with tall
planters.

SEATING
Materials
→ Wood pallets, movable chairs,
blankets, picnic tables, metal
patio tables.
Instruction
→ Provide a variety of mobile
seating options.
→ Stack wood pallets to bench
height for structured seating
(ensure pallets are free of
exposed fasteners, rough wood
and properly anchored).
→ Provide blankets for informal
seating in landscaped or turf
areas.

INSTALLATIONS
Materials
→ Temporary paint, chalk paint.
Instructions
→ Apply as needed in creative
patterns to indicate seating
areas and circulation paths and
add visual interest.
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THE ALLEY
Vehicular circulation space only serving one purpose.

Maintains existing footprint

Private

Uncovered

Visual impact

Long-term option

Employee safety

Temporary barriers
SERVICE ALLEYS in shopping centers are often ignored, with bare
asphalt flanked by thin strips of sidewalk and blank, solid building walls
on either side. Imagine instead that the infrequently used hardscape is
transformed into a LIVELY PEDESTRIAN ZONE, creating a destination
dining area tucked between structures in the style of an urban pocket park
or EUROPEAN ALLEY CAFE. Working closely with delivery schedules
and tenants, the use of the space can be tailored to be occupied during
prime dining hours. Introduce landscaping and lighting to soften the edges
of the area’s container creates a desirable patio space that can redefine a
tenant’s identity with a center.

Semi-permanent lighting
strung between buildings

Exterior storage in rear
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IT YOURSELF
It’s like D.I.Y. but better | Sourced locally from home improvement stores, craft stores, and artists.

ENVIRONMENT
Materials
→ Table umbrellas,temporary
posts and shading sails.
Instructions
→ Posts can be set in concrete in
attractive containers.
LIGHTING
Materials
→ String lights, battery operated
candles.
Instructions
→ Attach string lighting to eyehooks anchored to building.

PROTECTIONS
Materials
→ Traffic rated barriers, chalk
paint, tape, A-frame planter
barrier, screens.
Instructions
→ Place barriers between seating
areas or draw distances on the
ground with chalk.
→ attach two palettes in an
A-frame for small attached
planters.
SEATING
Materials
→ Stackable chairs with dolly.
Instructions
→ Stack chairs on top of dolly for
fast and easy set ups.
→ Stack folding tables on a dolly.

LANDSCAPING
Materials
→ Palettes, dimensional lumber.
Instructions
→ Lean palettes against walls, fix
the top to the wall, attach small
planters.
→ Varied size planters groups of
plants and containers.
INSTALLATIONS
Materials
→ Banners, Art.
Instructions
→ Designate areas across the
shopping center to be available
for local mural artists.
→ Large blank walls, alleys, backof-house space, print large
banners, etc...
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ISLAND TAKE-OUT
TAKEOVER
Max shopper capacity parking that sits empty 90% of the year.

Maintains existing hardscape

Multi-tenant

Covered

Requires safe crosswalk

Adaptable/Multiple Uses

Nobody parks there anyway! Unless it’s Christmas Eve or Black Friday, the
most REMOTE PARKING SPACES in large parking fields are more often
than not left vacant. Most patrons would rather walk parallel to a facade (along
a shaded sidewalk) than from the far off reaches of the spaces available at the
end of a parking bay. Imagine instead A SECTIONED-OFF OASIS in the
sea of asphalt that would put the space to much better use. Separated from
parking and drive lanes by planters or borders, the area can become an amenity
for multiple tenants, serving as a seat-yourself patio ideal for a quick lunch
meeting or a socially distanced coffee break with a friend. With shade provided
by portable umbrellas or large tents, the island also becomes a popular resource
for a VARIETY OF OUTDOOR USES - farmer’s markets, sidewalk sales, or
even small events.

Power from
lamp posts
Potential tent
structure overhead
Decorative
potted plants

Sidewalk paint to
denote patio area
Bench seating
Public use for
all tenants
Potential for sidewalk
games - Hopscotch,
cornhole, etc.
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IT YOURSELF
It’s like D.I.Y. but better | Sourced locally from home improvement stores, craft stores, and artists.

ENVIRONMENT
Materials
→ Table umbrellas,temporary
posts, large tents or carports.
Instructions
→ Posts can be set in concrete in
attractive containers.

PROTECTIONS
Materials
→ Traffic rated barriers.
Instructions
→ Provide barriers and allow
tenants to order custom
branding.

LANDSCAPING
Materials
→ Planters on standard
commercial casters.
Instructions
→ Attach standard commercial
casters to bottom of planter .

LIGHTING
→ Natural Day Lighting.

SEATING
Materials
→ Existing furniture, sturdy
objects with a typical seating
height.
→ Stackable chairs or folding
chairs with dolly.
Instructions
→ Provide a variety of seating for
visual interest.
→ Stack chairs on top of dolly for
fast and easy set ups.
→ Stack folding tables on a dolly.

INSTALLATIONS
Materials
→ Chalk paint.
Instructions
→ Paint the barrier on the ground
in a geometric pattern.
→ Provide hopscotch for children.
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DEEP DIVE PATIO
Underutilized sidewalk or driveway space in front of tenants.

Maintains existing hardscape

Visual impact

Long-term option

Employee safety

Multi-tenant

Sometimes irreverently referred to as the “crotch” of the shopping center, an
INSIDE CORNER typically has low visibility and necessitates the need for
a destination tenant with a large space requirement, like a gym or furniture
retailer. Fire lane dimensional restrictions often leave a large, bare swath of
concrete sidewalk at the front of these inside corners with little to no adornment
or purpose. Imagine instead a LIVELY PLAZA WITH A VARIETY OF
SEATING OPTIONS, similar to an Italian piazza, with tenants on all sides
spilling out onto their patios to populate the once empty area. Introducing a
LANDSCAPE BUFFER to shield some of the vehicular movement of the
parking and drive lane creates a soft edge that allows the dining area to extend
a generous amount, attractively activating the space while still allowing for safe
movement of employees and patrons.

Landscape
planter / buffer

Shade sails attached
to fixed posts

Food truck potential
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IT YOURSELF
It’s like D.I.Y. but better | Sourced locally from home improvement stores, craft stores, and artists.

ENVIRONMENT
Materials
→ Sails, table umbrellas.
→ Misters, fans, gas heaters.
Instructions
→ Posts for sails can be set
in concrete in attractive
containers.
→ Attach sails with grommets and
eye hooks.

PROTECTION
Materials
→ Traffic rated barriers, planters
on casters.
Instructions
→ Attach casters to bottom of
planter.
→ Place barriers and planters to
block vehicles from entering the
area.

LANDSCAPING
Materials
→ New plants.
Instructions
→ Refresh existing landscaping
with more trees, colors, and
textures.
→ Add large planters with colorful
plantings or large planters with
coniferous small sized trees.

LIGHTING
Materials
→ Battery/solar powered lamp
posts, battery/solar powered
candles.
Instructions
→ Posts can be set in concrete in
attractive containers.

SEATING
Materials
→ Standard patio furniture.
Instructions
→ Extend patio seating to include
wasted space.

INSTALLATIONS
Materials
→ Local artist sculpture.
→ Customer shade sail paint
party.
Instructions
→ Commission a place making
sculpture for long term use in
the shopping center. Make an
event of it to draw customers to
the center.
→ Temporarily mount shade sails
to vertical plywood wall. Tack
balloons of various paint colors
to the sails. On the event day,
patrons throw sanitized darts to
create abstract art on the tenant
sails.
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GARDEN PARTY
Zoning-required landscaping that could serve a better purpose.

Maintains existing footprint

Private

Natural covering

Requires safe crosswalk

Adaptable/Multiple Uses

Landscape
planter / buffer
Low platform

Landscape islands are a standard feature of every shopping center - a certain
number of trees, sprinkled throughout the field of parking, sometimes with an
odd, wider STRIP OF GREEN where a full row of parking just wouldn’t fit.
The islands are sparsely planted and the trees throw dappled shade, if any at
all, over random rows of cars. Imagine instead that these necessities of zoning
became GARDEN-LIKE AMENITIES, offering a spot for patrons to dine
out while reconnecting with nature amid greenery and colorful blooms. Utilizing
existing landscape strips as the backdrop, these “gardens” incorporate planters,
shading elements, and exterior accent lighting to create a UNIQUE PATIO
OPPORTUNITY for in-line tenants that want to offer an al fresco dining option.

Turf
Colorful sidewalk
cut through

THE ALLEY
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IT YOURSELF
It’s like D.I.Y. but better | Sourced locally from home improvement stores, craft stores, and artists.

ENVIRONMENT
Materials
→ Misters, fans, gas heaters.
Instructions
→ Utilize dappled shade from
existing tree canopies.
→ Add misters, fans, gas heaters
as needed.
LIGHTING
Materials
→ Connection to lamp post, string
lights.
Instructions
→ Pull power from existing nearby
lamp posts to power string
lights.

PROTECTIONS
Materials
→ Traffic rated barriers, planters
on casters.
Instructions
→ Attach casters to bottom of
planter.
→ Place barriers and planters to
block vehicles from entering the
area.
SEATING
Materials
→ Wood pallets, movable chairs,
blankets.
Instructions
→ Stack wood pallets to bench
height for structured seating
(ensure pallets are free of
exposed fasteners / rough
wood and are properly
anchored to avoid falling apart
while sitting). Provide movable
chairs for table seating.
→ Provide blankets for informal
seating in landscaped or turf
areas.

LANDSCAPING
Materials
→ Dimensional lumber, fastners,
chicken wire, vines.
→ Conduit, plastic sheeting,
plastic pipe clips.
Instructions
→ Build a frame and set posts in
concrete.
→ Attach chicken wire and weave
faux plants throughout.
→ Attach conduit together with
coordinating elbows.
→ Overlap plastic sheeting on the
tops and two sides of the structure and secure in place with
plastic clips.
INSTALLATIONS
Materials
→ Art, chalk paint.
Instructions
→ Paint boundaries and new
crosswalks with chalk paint
→ Source local art to hang from
branches with string or wire.
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THE PASEO
Dead pedestrian-only “pass-thru” areas between buildings

Maintains existing footprint

Adaptable

Uncovered

Visual impact

Long-term option

Employee safety

Access to service spaces

Event space

Pedestrian “paseos” or “pass-thrus,” are the most easily captured and readily
convertible patio spaces. They are already dedicated to pedestrian-only traffic and
exist adjacent to visible corner tenant spaces, but they are often left to their own
devices and land as UNDERUTILIZED INTERSTITIAL SPACE. Imagine
instead that the paseos were flanked by tables and chairs, a bustle of dining area
movements and sounds creating the healthy tension of a NARROW, URBAN
STREET, all beneath a canopy of twinkling string lighting. A few simple moves
to designate patio areas at bordering tenants and enhance empty zones with a
mixture of potted greenery and accent elements (at the ground level or above),
creates an entirely NEW ATMOSPHERE that people will want to inhabit again
and again.

Food truck potential

Permanent lighting
strung between buildings
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IT YOURSELF
It’s like D.I.Y. but better | Sourced locally from home improvement stores, craft stores, and artists.

ENVIRONMENT
Materials
→ Misters, fans, heating elements.
Instructions
→ Create a comfortable
temperature-adapted
environment.
LIGHTING
Materials
→ Extension cords, protective
coverings, string lights.
Instructions
→ Pull power from storefront
location and cover with
protective materials for safety
as required.

PROTECTION
Materials
→ Traffic rated barriers, planters
on casters.
Instructions
→ Attach casters to bottom of
planter.
→ Place barriers and planters to
block vehicles from entering the
area.
SEATING
Materials
→ Outdoor seating furniture, can
vary and include lounge furniture, I.E. adirondak lounge
groups.
Instructions
→ Provide a variety of furniture
and layouts.

LANDSCAPING
Materials
→ Planters on casters.
→ Faux tablescape plants.
Instructions
→ Attach casters to bottom of
planter.
→ Faux tablescape plants to be
cleaned regularly.
INSTALLATIONS
Materials
→ Umbrellas (or other lightweight
objects), aircraft cable,
fasteners.
Instructions
→ Install hooks into building wall
in a grid.
→ Drill holes through top of
umbrella and string through the
cable.
→ Attach cable to hooks.
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BE OUR GUEST
Design requirements for creating your new outdoor space.

GENERAL ITEMS
Minimum Submittal Requirements
→ Plan drawing or aerial image (with dimensions) on 8.5” x 11” paper (or
larger) illustrating extents of proposed outdoor space
→ Images of intended materials to be used within each category of
Environment, Protection, Lighting, Seating and Installations.
→ Written narrative outlining intended use of outdoor space, hours of
operation, approximate number of occupants, and maintenance plan.
Approval/Compliance
→ Tenant shall secure and obtain all required jurisdictional approvals.
→ Tenant shall ensure fundamental compliance with all relevant and
applicable code requirements.
→ Tenant shall utilize licensed trades, as required by code, for all construction
and installations.
Maintenance
→ Tenant is responsible for maintenance and frequent cleaning of their
outdoor space, including, but not limited to trash removal, pest control, and
power washing.

→ Tenant is responsible for their own security and the security of any
materials utilized to create or to populate their outdoor space.
→ Tenant is responsible for the removal of all improvements and materials at
the end/termination of use. Occupied outdoor space must be restored to
its original condition prior to use.

Sound & Music
→ Tenants are permitted to provide their guests with low level ambient music
(live or recorded) within approved hours and approved decibel levels.
Content should be family-friendly and non-offensive per Landlord approval.
→ Temporary speakers may be permitted and shall be mounted in approved
locations.

ENVIRONMENT
Power
→ Electrical service shall be provided by Tenant and/or through the Tenant’s
meter.
→ Any remote electrical service shall be covered with an approved cable
protector.
→ No exposed wiring, conduits, tubing, ballast boxes, or raceways shall be
permitted.

Canopies, Umbrellas, and Shade Structures
→ Additional canopies, umbrellas, or shad structures may be provided and
maintained by the Tenant, and shall compliment the aesthetic of the overall
center and Tenant’s business type/branding, subject to Landlord approval.
→ Canopies, umbrellas, or shade structures shall lie below the signage band
and may not impact visibility of an existing signage.
→ Canopies or umbrellas in pedestrian sensitive areas, like walkways, should
maintain minimum clear heights to allow for safe pedestrian circulation.
→ Freestanding umbrellas shall be stored at the end of each business day by
the Tenant.
→ See “ENVIRONMENT” for power wiring/cabling requirements.
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BE OUR GUEST
Design requirements for creating your new outdoor space.

PROTECTION
Accessibility
→ All proposed Tenant outdoor areas shall comply with relevant ADA
requirements for access and use.
→ Proposed Tenant outdoor areas shall maintain all existing accessible routes,
parking, and required clear spaces. Alternate accessible routes to existing
entrances and site access points are subject to Landlord review and
approval.
→ All existing crosswalks and sidewalk access points shall be maintained
unless otherwise approved by the Landlord. Where desired, additional
accessible crosswalk locations shall be considered, subject to Landlord
review and approval.

Vehicular Barriers
→ White (or alternate color, subject to Landlord approval) water-filled traffic
barriers (vendor and size may vary) must line the perimeter of proposed
Tenant outdoor areas adjacent to a vehicular right-of way. Barriers can be
linked or spaced +/- 36” apart.
→ Barriers may be clad with durable, exterior-grade materials securely
anchored to or wrapped around the barrier and free from exposed fasteners
or unfinished surfaces. Landlord will provide the Tenant with an approved
supplier for barrier coverings. All barrier cladding is subject to Landlord
review and approval.
→ Additional types of vehicle-rated barriers provided by Tenant such as
landscape planters may be accepted, but are subject to Landlord review
and approval.
→ See “INSTALLATIONS” for additional information related to signage /
branding at vehicular barriers.

Pedestrian Barriers
→ Proposed Tenant outdoor areas shall be clearly defined as separate from
public pedestrian circulation space with physical pedestrian barriers that
may include, but are not limited to, base-weighted handrail posts with infill
railing panels, planters, fixed seating (benches/booths), and changes in the
flooring materials / treatments.
→ Pedestrian barriers should maintain clear dimensions for accessible
pedestrian paths of travel.
→ All pedestrian barriers should be constructed of high quality materials with
durability and aesthetics in mind. All pedestrian barriers are subject to
Landlord review and approval.
→ See “LANDSCAPING” for additional information related to planters.
→ See ”SEATING” for additional information related to fixed seating.
→ See ‘INSTALLATIONS” for additional information related to ground plane
materials.
→ See “INSTALLATIONS” for additional information related to signage /
branding at pedestrian barriers.
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BE OUR GUEST
Design requirements for creating your new outdoor space.

LIGHTING
→ Additional Tenant lighting shall closely match the color temperature of
the existing site lighting. Neon, strobing, or motion lighting shall not be
permitted.
→ Any installed lighting shall not impact visibility of any existing signage.
→ See “ENVIRONMENT” for power wiring/cabling requirements.
SEATING
→ Seating options shall be made of quality materials such as splinter-free
woods, composite materials, or approved metals.
→ High density plastic chairs may be permitted, subject to Landlord approval.
→ Sturdy objects with a typical seating height will be considered by Landlord.
→ All exterior seating and tables shall be maintained such that there is no
discoloration, rust/oxidation, or damaged components.
→ Tables must be positioned according to current or in excess of, local social
distancing guidelines.

INSTALLATIONS
Amenities
→ All bolts, fastenings, and clips shall be of hot-dipped galvanized iron,
stainless steel, aluminum, brass, or bronze. No materials subject to rust or
bleeding will be permitted.
→ Tenant shall provide trash and recycling receptacles as appropriate to
service customers within their outdoor spaces.
→ Any additional trash or recycling receptacles shall be approved by the
Landlord and maintained by the Tenant.
→ Any additional service stations not limited to condiment stations or busing
stations shall be constructed out of high quality materials, on lockable
casters, and stored inside at the end of business each day.
→ Any required (per jurisdictional regulations) or elective hand washing
stations, disinfecting stations, or hand sanitizer dispensers shall be
provided and maintained by the Tenant.
→ All such stations shall also be compliant to accessible code per
jurisdictional regulations.

Signage
→ Any additional signage to indicate operating hours, way finding, or business
information shall meet existing signage criteria or be subject to Landlord’s
prior approval.
→ Signage must be professionally designed (no hand-printed signs), and all
sign company names, stamps, decals, or stickers shall be concealed, if
permitted by codes.
→ Signage shall not be mounted to or posted on column covers or other
architectural features of the center.
→ Signage systems of attachment shall not cause damage to surrounding
architectural features.
Ground Coverings
→ Additional ground coverings made of high quality materials with finished
edges shall fall within an approved boundary.
→ Color and material shall be reviewed and approved by the Landlord.
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BE OUR GUEST
Design requirements for creating your new outdoor space.

LANDSCAPING
Materials
→ Planter containers are to be made of quality materials; wood, concrete,
masonry, and/or metal. Composite and plastic containers shall be subject to
Landlord’s prior approval.
→ Containers and additional landscape structures shall be of natural and
neutral color palettes. Alternates in colors complimentary to branding shall
be approved by Landlord.
Containers
→ Perimeter barrier planters or tall foliage arrangements shall be weighted
down in order to avoid toppling due to impact or wind. Additional weighted
elements may be needed.
→ Planters with casters shall have a locking position.

Plants
→ Tenant provided living plants shall be used in all possible applications.
Living outdoor plants shall be suited for the environment for which they are
being used. Drought resistant and native species plants are encouraged.
→ Artificial plants may only be used in select applications such as frequently
cleaned table top arrangements or a temporary, mobile landscape
screening element approved by Landlord. Avoid using artificial plants in
planters and containers.
→ Artificial plants shall depict or mimic natural and realistic plants in colors,
shapes, and usages.
→ Vining plants shall be grown on stand-alone structures and shall not cause
damage to building facades, columns, other surfaces, and/or property.
Tenant to verify plantings with Landlord to approve.
→ Tenant provided and maintained water basins, container pans, and drip
pans shall be encouraged and shall comply to approved materials matching
containers.

Screens/Walls
→ Landscape screens used to divide patron sitting areas or as safety screens
must be weighted down in order to avoid toppling due to impact or wind.
Irrigation
→ Irrigation shall be provided by Tenant for Tenant landscaping and planting
improvements.
→ Any irrigation system shall comply with accessibility codes of local jurisdictions having authority.
→ Piping, conduits, tubing, sprayers, faucets, and other components, shall be
one color and organized / concealed as to not interfere with any paths of
travel. Installation of temporary or permanent systems must be Landlord
approved and not cause damage to buildings or property.
→ Rain barrel systems connected to the downspout and gutter system shall be
approved by the Landlord.
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APPROVED SPACES
→ Parking space seating deck
provided to have socially distant
seating, protection from vehicles,
and well defined patio areas with
quality materials.
→ Socially distant seating options
have been achieved
→ Accessible measures have been
provided.

→ Vehicular rated traffic barriers
provided in addition to attractive
planter casing

→ Proposed temporary patio does
not remove, impact, or block
accessible parking while still
providing accessible paths of
travel.

→ Socially distant seating and
attractive lighting options have
been provided.
→ Appropriate use of ground
coverings.
→ Quality screens and plantings
have been implemented.

→ Quality furniture, attractive
temporary signage, and
accessible paths of travel have
been provided.

→ Attractive and high quality
furniture, umbrellas, plants, and
pedestrian barriers have been
provided.
→ Umbrellas and building canopies
align closely and do not
impede circulation head height
clearances or views to adjacent
tenants.

→ Clearly defined areas for
queuing with attractive planters,
structures, and lighting of quality
materials and construction have
been designed. Opportunities
for socially distance queuing.
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VETOED SPACES
→ Waste receptacle is not of
quality material.
→ Tables are not of quality
construction while chairs are of
acceptable quality construction.
→ Plant containers are not of
quality and acceptable materials.
→ Wooden posts set in concrete
filled buckets with rope draped
between as a barrier is not
acceptable.

→ Barriers are not of traffic rating
nor quality stable materials.
→ Branding and graphics are not
of complimentary display for
property intent.
→ Outdoor ground coverings clash
with tenant branding and do not
fall within an approved boundary.

→ Submission requests should
meet the guidelines per the
Landlord’s agreement.
→ Photos should be of high quality
and in-focus of the subject
matter.
→ Area for proposed outdoor use is
not clearly defined or quantified.
Intent of use for space is
unclear.

→ No traffic barriers are provided.
→ Plant containers are not of
quality and acceptable material.
→ Outdoor tenant areas shall
meet all ADA requirements and
shall not impede on existing
pedestrian circulation.
→ Pedestrian circulation paths
ahve not been maintained,
signage impedes traffic.
→ Construction cones are not an
approved planting container.
→ Seating is not in compliance with
local jurisdiction.
→ Banners, umbrellas, and
signage is not professional
or complimentary to overall
property.
→ Stakes set in buckets with flag
banner between as a barrier is
not acceptable.

→ This barrier application should
be traffic rated for surrounding
vehicular conditions.
→ All signage shall be firmly
attached with no wrinkles.
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